Validity : Jan – Dec 2017
DATE

PLACE

MODE

DAY 1

SINGAPORE

FLIGHT

22:00 departure from Singapore to Tashkent

DAY 2

TASHKENT

FLIGHT

03:05

URGENCH

BUS

KHIVA

PROGRAM

arrive

to

Tashkent's

airport meet and greet service,
special

assistance

from

DOLORES at the airport
Transfer to the domestic airport
06:20 departure to Urgench city
by flight HY1051 (time is

subject to change)
08:00 arrival to Urgench
08:30 transfer to Khiva city.
Caravans come to China from West to East and our route
starts from Khiva, museum city under the sky.
City tour in Khiva around: Ichan-Kala architectural complex
(XII-XIX), the Residence of the last Khiva Khan including Ismail
Khodja Mausoleum, Muhammed Amin Khan Madrassah,
Kunya-Ark Castle (XVI-XVI), Kalta Minor Tower, Tash-Hovli
Palace (XIX), Pahlavan Mahmud Mausoleum(XIV-XVIII), Juma
Mosque (X) and other Khiva tourist sights. Narrow streets,
carved “ayvans” veranda and doors, majestic minarets and
mausoleums, heritage and arts –all kept with care in this city
as great treasure.
Overnight at the hotel.
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DAY 3

KHIVA

BUS

Breakfast at the hotel.

BUKHARA

440

In old days, route from Khiva to Bukhara lasted more than a
month. Today it takes 6-7 hours by vehicle, through
mysterious red desert “Kyzyl-Kum”, the territory of “Khorezm”,
which was called in the past as a “State of Thousand and
Hundred Cities”. What kind of secrets are buried in this desert,
this is something what archeologists and historians will be
trying to find in the future. Meanwhile, you are invited to view
the exotic landscapes of desert with roaming camels, nomadic
yurts and old Amudarya River (Oxus).

km

10:00 departure to Bukhara. Lunch and stops on the way.
Around 17:00 arrival to Bukhara, check-in to the hotel.

Holy Bukhara, homeland of Ibn Sino (Avicenna), loved city of
all saints and worldwide known philosopher – cheery Hodja
Nasriddin, lively, noisy and luxurious capital of Emirs, rich
man of all nationals and patrons. When you hear “Splendor of
East” – it is Bukhara!
Overnight at the hotel.
DAY 4

BUKHARA

BUS

Breakfast at the hotel.
09:00

City

Citadel

Ark

tour

in

(4th

Bukhara:
c.

BC),

Samanides Mausoleum (9-10th
c.), Chashma Ayub (14th c.),
Bolo-Hauz Mosque (beginning of
the 20th c.), Coumpol bazaar,
Medreseh Nodir-Divan-Beghi, complex Lyabi-Khauz (14-17th
c.), Minaret Kalon (12th c.), Kalyan Mosque (12th c.), Medreseh
Miri Arab (16th c.).
18:30 Folklore Show at the Nodir Devon Begi. After show
short walking around narrow streets of ancient Bukhara
Overnight at the hotel.
DAY 5

BUKHARA

BUS

Breakfast at the hotel.

GIJDUVAN

275

Drive to Samarkand, via Gijduvan city, with visiting house-

SAMARKAND

km

museum

of

famous

ceramist.

Gijduvan

ceramics

was

presented by our craftsmen in numerous competitions and
festivals, where it enjoyed the highest accolades.
Continue to Samarkand. Arrival to Samarkand, settlement at
the hotel.
Overnight at the hotel.
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DAY 6

SAMARKAND

BUS

Breakfast at the hotel.
09:00 city tour in Samarkand:
Registan

square

-

Medreseh

Ulughbek

(15th

c.),

Medreseh

Shir-Dor

(17th

c.),

Medreseh

Tilla-Kori (17th c.).
Ulughbek Observatory (15th c.) it was built on hills in
Samarkand suburb, it went down in history as one of the most
important observatories of the Middle Ages.
Architectural complex Shakhi-Zindeh (11-15th c.) - one of
Samarkand most mysterious and inimitable architectural
monuments, is located not far from the Bibi-Khanym Mosque
Mausoleum Guri Emir - Tamerlane's Tomb (14-15th c.)
Bibi-Khanym Mosque is a cathedral mosque which according
to a legend was named after Amir Timur’s beloved wife.
Majestic blue domes of the Bibi-Khanym Mosque are a striking
sight
Excavations and museum of the ancient city of Afrosiab
Overnight at the hotel.
DAY 7

SAMARKAND

BUS

Breakfast at the hotel

TASHKENT

High

Morning visit the paper-making

speed

workshop located in the Konigil

train

village (10 km from Samarkand).

Afrosiy

For a long time Samarkand has

ab

been famous as a center of a
high-quality paper manufacture.
In the workshop of a talented master you will see how the rind
of the mulberry tree turns into a paper.
Afternoon excursion to Mausoleum of the Prophet Daniil. The
Biblical Prophet Daniil, known in the East as Hoja Daniyar,
lived in 4—5th century BC. He was a descendant of Solomon
tsar, revered by the three world religion. It is considered that
parts of Daniil remains, namely a hand, were conveyed to
Samarkand by Temur.
17:00 by high speed train Afrosiyab departure to Tashkent,
19:10 arrival, meeting at the train station and transfer to the
hotel.
Overnight at the hotel.
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DAY 8

TASHKENT

BUS

Breakfast at the hotel
CITY TOUR IN TASHKENT (MODERN AND ANCIENT PARTS)
Excursion along new part of Tashkent: Independence Square,
Amir Temur Statue, Alisher Navoi Theatre Square, Museum of
Applied Arts of Uzbekistan, Tashkent Metro (Undeground)
City tour along the old part of Tashkent: Khazrati Imam
Complex consisting of Kaffal Shashi Mausoleum (15th c.),
Barak-Khan Madrasah (16th c.), Muyi-Mubarak Mosque storehouse of the well-known Koran of Khalif Osman and gold
hair of Prophet Muhammad,
Shopping at CHORSU national oriental bazaar.
Overnight at the hotel.

DAY 9

TASHKENT

BUS

SINGAPORE

FLIGHT

KUALA LUMPUR

Breakfast at the hotel
09:00 trip to Chimgan Mountains
(100 km, ~2 h.).
The road to Chimgan is passing via
villages, gardens, and streams. If
the cableway is functioning take
3 km long ride in Beldersay
gorge to Kumbel peak (2400) where the longest ski track has
its start. Have a walk in mountain area.
Free time (around 30 min) for photo shooting and horseriding.
Continue to the shore of Charvak reservoir, surrounded by
green mountain flanks. With numerous resorts, beaches, and
children summer camps, Charvak Lake is a favorite place of
locals and foreigners to enjoy summer days outside the city.
Drive down serpentine road to Chinara’s restaurant to have
lunch under the shade of four giant plane trees. On the
territory of restaurant, there are unique petroglyphs, rock
carvings made by prehistoric people, preserved for the future.
around 16:00 departure to Tashkent
17:30 Dinner at local restaurant
19:00 transfer to the airport by flight HY 551at 21:20 flight to
Singapore-Kuala Lumpur.

**END OF SERVICES**
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Persons

Price per Person in US dollars (whole 2017 year, season time)
Premium Class Hotels

Budget Class Hotels

2

1072

986

4

823

738

6

683

598

8

714

629

10

652

566

10

666

581

15

610

528

20

550

470

25

514

436

30

491

413

35

473

396

+105

+100

Single Supplement
Half Board

+162

Full Board

+96

Air ticket Tashkent – Urgench

+ 135 (subject to change without prior notice)

Cities

Premium Class Hotels

Budget Class Hotels

Wyndham Tashkent 4 **** or

Shodlik Palace 4 **** or

similar

similar

Asia Bukhara 4 ****,

Asia Bukhara 4 ****,

Kukaldosh 3 *** or similar

Kukaldosh 3 *** or similar

Samarkand

Registan Plaza 4 **** or similar

Registan 3*** or similar

Khiva

Asia Khiva 4 ****or similar

Malika Khiva 3 ****or similar

Tashkent
Bukhara

Price includes Uzbek part:


Accommodation in mentioned hotel on TWIN / DBL sharing basis (7 nights in total)



Meals breakfasts at hotels



Folklore show in Bukhara



Mineral water 1L per person per day



A/C comfortable transport with professional driver per itinerary
a. 10-14 pax Minibus Toyota Coaster (up to 20 seats)
b. 15-38 pax Bus Golden Dragon (up to 43 seats)



Professional Escorting English Speaking guide from arrival to departure



Train ticket Samarkand – Tashkent Y class (Afrosiyab Train)



FOC tour leader from your side in single room (domestic tickets are not included)



Entrance fees for all mentioned monuments (except photo and video charges)



Uzbekistan visa support
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Price does not include Uzbek part:


Visa costs and processing



Lunches and dinners (given as a supplement)



Photo and video charges



International air tickets



Domestic air tickets TASHKENT – URGENCH (given as a supplement)



Beverages



Portages at airports and hotels



Tips and gratuities, Any personal expenses



Any services not included in the above itinerary



Important – early arrival are included (by program).



Additional supplements could be offered depending to the international flight tourist

PS

used.
(DT-121016)
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